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A fixed-point characterization f the inside-out ( I0) and outside-in (0I)  context-free 
tree languages i given. This characterization is used to obtain a theory of nondeterministic 
systems of context-free quations with parameters. Several "Mezei-and-Wright-like" 
results are obtained which relate the context-free tree languages to recognizable tree 
languages and to nondeterministic recursive program(scheme)s (called by value and 
called by name). Closure properties of the context-free tree languages are discussed. 
Hierarchies of higher level equational subsets of an algebra are considered. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
In theoretical computer science there are two basic ways of describing the meaning 
of a syntactical object: operational and equational. Operational semantics is defined 
by some effective (eventually nondeterministic) stepwise process which, from the 
syntactical object, generates its meaning. Equational semantics i defined by interpreting 
the syntactical object as a system of equations to be solved in some space of meanings. 
Usually the solution of the system of equations is obtained as the minimal fixed-point 
of a continuous mapping between partially ordered sets, and therefore equational 
semantics i also referred to as fixed-point semantics. An equation is of the form A ~ ~-, 
where A is an unknown and r is a term (or tree) built up from the unknowns by symbols 
denoting the basic operations on the objects in the space of meanings. Together with 
the basic operations, this space can be considered as an algebra, and, to allow for solutions 
of equations, it should also be a partially ordered set such that the basic operations are 
continuous. 
A well-known example of such a syntactical object is a context-free grammar which 
has a language as meaning. The operational semantics of the grammar is obtained by 
defining the notion of derivation, whereas the equational semantics is obtained by 
viewing the grammar as a set of BNF (or ALGOL-like) equations in the intuitively 
obvious way, and solving this set of equations in the (partially ordered) algebra of 
languages (with concatenation a d union as basic operations). It was shown by Ginsburg 
and Rice [14] that these two semantics for a context-free grammar coincide. This result 
might be called a fixed-point characterization f the context-free languages. 
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Another example of a syntactical object is a recursive program (note, however, that 
a context-free grammar may also be viewed as a nondeterministic recursive program 
with parameterless procedures). The operational semantics of a program is obtained 
by indicating a real or imaginary machine (or "computation rule") on which the program 
can be executed. The equational or fixed-point semantics i  obtained by viewing the 
recursive program as a set of equations (with the names of the recursive procedures 
as unknowns), to be solved in an appropriate partially ordered space of functions or 
relations (with composition and "if-then-else" as basic operations). The fixed-point 
semantics for programs was first investigated for parameterless procedures (the "monadic 
case") and then for procedures with parameters (the "polyadic ase"). It has been shown 
for certain classes of recursive programs that the operational semantics and the fixed- 
point semantics coincide (cf. [18]). 
Polyadic procedures were introduced in formal language theory by Fischer [12] 
who defined macrogrammars, which are basically context-free grammars in which 
the nonterminals are allowed to have parameters. His "inside-out (IO)" and "outside-in 
(OI)" modes of derivation are two different operational semantics for macrogrammars 
corresponding to the two computation rules for recursive programs, "call by value" 
and "call by name," respectively. A fixed-point characterization f the OI macro- 
languages was given by Downey [8] and Nivat [23], whereas one for the IO macro- 
languages can be found in this paper (see also [43]). 
It might now be asked what, in fact, one needs equational semantics for. First, equa- 
tional semantics facilitates the task of proving correctness of programs or grammars, 
since it leads to useful and intuitively clear proof rules. Second, it provides a unification 
and simplification of several results in formal anguage theory and the theory of programs, 
like closure results, decidability results, and normal form lemmas. Third, it follows 
from the equational point of view (the fixed point of view) that a given system of equations 
can be solved in several different algebras. If there is a "meaning preserving" relationship 
(i.e., a homomorphism) between an algebra d and an algebra B, then the solution of 
the system in B is the homomorphic mage of the solution in _d. It follows from this 
simple fact that problems concerning equationally defined elements of B can be lifted 
to A, solved there, and projected own again. We shall give two examples. Mezei and 
Wright [21] and Thatcher and Wright [36] developed a general theory of equational 
subsets of an arbitrary algebra (for systems of "regular" equations). They showed that 
the solutions in the algebra of terms are the regular (recognizable) tree languages. 
Moreover, they showed that the solution of a system of regular equations in any algebra 
is the interpretation (i.e., homomorphic image) of its solution in the term algebra. 
Viewing a context-free grammar as a set of regular equations it then follows that every 
context-free language is the homomorphic mage (yield) of a recognizable tree language. 
This result can be used to give "tree-oriented" proofs for context-free language results 
by lifting the problem to the tree level and applying the theory of recognizable tree 
languages (el. [30, 35]). The theory of equational subsets of an algebra (in particular 
the algebra of strings) was developed further in [3, 5, 41]. As a second example, it was 
shown in [11] that a context-free grammar may be viewed as a nondeterministic monadic 
(i.e., parameterless) recursive program and vice versa. As a set of equations the grammar 
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may then be solved in any space of relations over some domain (using composition 
of these relations as basic operation). Since there is a homomorphism from the algebra 
of string languages into the algebra of relations over a domain, it follows that the fixed- 
point semantics of any monadic recursive program is the homomorphic image of a 
context-free language and hence, by the result of Mezei and Wright, ultimately the 
homomorphic image of a recognizable tree language. This fact can be used to solve 
problems in the theory of program(scheme)s by lifting them to the theory of context- 
free languages (see, for instance, [1, 11, 13]). 
Thus the existence of homomorphisms between algebras gives rise to "lifting of 
theories." We shall call such a result a "Mezei-and-Wright-like" result. 
In this paper we investigate the equational pproach to the (nondeterministic) polyadic 
case; that is, we investigate fixed-point semantics of IO and OI macrogrammars, and 
call by value and call by name (nondeterministic) recursive procedures with parameters. 
In our opinion deterministic recursive programs with tests also fit nicely into the frame- 
work of nondeterministic ones without tests, essentially because the "if-then-else" 
construction is a choice mechanism. In fact, we shall consider context-free tree grammars 
(IO and OI) which are generalizations of macrogrammars in exactIy the same way as 
recognizable tree languages are a generalization of context-free languages (see above). 
We shall give an equational semantics for the IO and OI tree grammars and we shall 
use this fixed-point characterization of context-free tree languages for the goals of 
equational semantics mentioned above, trying to achieve results similar to those for 
the context-free languages in the monadic case (in particular Mezei-and-Wright-like 
results). Several results in this area already exist. As mentioned before, Downey [8] 
and Nivat [23] have given a fixed-point characterization for the OI tree languages. 
Nivat [23] and Goguen et al. [15, 16] show that the semantics of a deterministic program 
can be obtained as the homomorphic image of a "schematic OI tree language" or an 
"infinite context-free tree," respectively. This result can also be applied to the non- 
deterministic call by name programs by viewing the choice of an alternative as an operation 
(denoted by, say, +)  in the algebra. The + then appears as a symbol on the tree(s). 
Maibaum [17] shows that a context-free tree grammar can be viewed as a system of 
regular equations (with substitution of trees as a basic operation). Unfortunately all 
results in [17, Sections 9-12] are wrong, apparently because IO and OI are confused. 
We hope that this paper contains correct versions of Maibaum's results. Wand [42] 
shows, similarly to Downey [8], that systems of regular equations olved in the space 
of functions of languages (with composition and join of functions and concatenation 
of languages as basic operations) give precisely the OI string languages. Moreover, 
he shows that in general this process can be iterated, leading to functions of functions 
of languages, etc. By solving these higher level regular equations in function spaces 
over languages (using left concatenation with one symbol, and all types of composition 
of functions, as basic operations) this leads to a hierarchy of language classes tarting 
with the regular languages, the context-free languages, and the OI string languages. 
We shall obtain results for the IO and OI cases (which are essentially different in 
nature), showing the basic differences between these two concepts. On the other hand, 
a certain symmetry in the results can be detected ue to the symmetry in their definition: 
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in the IO case one first chooses and then computes, whereas in the OI case one first 
computes and then chooses. The main differences between IO and OI are caused by 
the combination of nondeterminism (choosing) with the computational facilities of 
copying and deletion (of. [9]). These differences are also reflected in the formal properties 
of the algebraic operations involved in the description of IO and OI. In the case of OI 
one has the nice property of associativity, leading to nice algebraic proofs (which could 
eventually be formulated in categorical terms); in the case of IO one has the nice property 
of "complete distributivity" (continuity), leading to straightforward generalizations of 
techniques concerning subset algebras. 
This paper is divided into two parts and seven sections. Part I contains Sections 1-4; 
Part lI contains Sections 5-7 and a Conclusion. To each of the parts a list of references 
is added. In Part I we give the fixed-point characterization f both the IO and OI tree 
languages. We show that a context-free tree grammar can be viewed as a system of 
regular equations to be solved in an algebra of tree languages. Part I can be read inde- 
pendently of Part II. In Part I I  the results of Part I are applied and generalized. The 
contents of Sections 2-7 will now be described. 
Section 2 is concerned with terminology and basic facts. Continuous algebras are 
defined. Several properties of "completely continuous" algebras are shown. The latter 
type of algebra will be a major tool in the paper. Two kinds of substitution of tree 
languages are defined: the OI (or usual) substitution and the IO substitution (in which 
one has to substitute the same tree for all occurrences of one symbol). OI substitution 
is associative; IO substitution is only associative under certain restrictions. 
In Section 3 (which can be read with the terminology of Section 2.1 only, together 
with some facts from Section 2.4) we present the fixed-point characterization of IO 
and OI tree languages. It turns out that one can use the algebra of tree languages (with 
variables) in both cases, with IO substitution as a basic operation in the IO case and 
OI substitution as basic operation in the OI case. Thus a simple change in basic operation 
of the underlying algebra explains in equational terms the difference between IO and 
OI operational semantics. 
In Section 4 it is shown that both IO and OI tree grammars can be viewed as systems 
of regular equations in the tree language substitution algebras, and vice versa. It follows 
from this that the IO tree languages are the homomorphie images ("YIELDs")  of 
recognizable tree languages (over the alphabet containing substitution operators: the 
so-called derived alphabet). For the OI case such a result cannot be obtained. 
Section 5 is concerned with nondeterministic call by value and call by name recursive 
programs. They can be viewed as context-free tree grammars which on their turn can 
be viewed as systems of equations to be solved in the algebra of relations over a domain 
in the IO case and the algebra of functions of subsets of a domain in the OI case. We 
show the following Mezei-and-Wright-like r sults (lifting the fixed-point semantics to 
tree languages). In the IO case, the call by value relation computed by a program (i.e., 
IO tree grammar) over some domain is the homomorphic image of the IO tree language 
generated by the grammar, but only in case the basic operations over the domain are 
total (this excludes the use of tests). However, this relation can always (i.e., even if 
the basic operations are relations) be expressed as the homomorphic image of a recog- 
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nizable tree language over the derived alphabet (the reader is asked to compare this 
with the monadic case discussed above). In the OI case, the call by name relation com- 
puted by the program (grammar) can always (except in the presence of "nonnaturally 
extended" basic operations) be expressed in terms of the homomorphic image of the 
OI tree language generated by the grammar (however, no result relating this relation 
to a recognizable "second level" tree language xists). We finally mention that both 
the call by value and the call by name relation can be obtained as the homomorphic 
image of an infinite recognizable tree (with union as a symbol on the tree), and we fit 
all these results into a diagram which neatly expresses the difference between IO and OI. 
In Section 6 we apply the fixed-point characterization f Sections 3 and 4 to prove 
a closure result of the IO tree languages: they are closed under deterministic bottom-up 
tree transducer mappings. Two examples are given which show the nonclosure of the IO 
tree languages under (nondeterministic) relabeling and the nonclosure of the OI tree 
languages under tree homomorphisms. 
In Section 7 we show how to obtain higher level equational hierarchies. We discuss 
an IO and an OI hierarchy, obtained by iterating the ideas of the previous sections 
(solving regular equations in algebras of higher level functions over domains). Mezei- 
and-Wright-like results similar to the simple case are shown. It is proved, using the 
result of Section 6, that, when starting with the monadic algebra of strings, the IO 
hierarchy starts with the regular languages, the context-free languages, and the IO 
languages. An analogous result is indicated for OI. 
This paper might have been shorter. The length of the paper was motivated by our 
wish to be as precise as possible in order to avoid as many mistakes as possible. We 
hope that the reader will find it reasonably easy to read only the parts in which he is 
interested. 
2. TERMINOLOGY, DEFINITIONS, AND BAsic FACTS 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic concepts of tree language theory 
(see, for instance, [15, 17, 21, 36]) and lattice theory (see, for instance, [31, 32]). For 
completeness ake we recall a number of them in this section. Moreover, we prove 
some basic properties of a few, perhaps less well-known, concepts. In particular we 
call the readers attention to the notion of a derived alphabet in Section 2.2, of a com- 
pletely continuous algebra in Section 2.3, and the two different notions of tree language 
substitution in Sections 2.1 and 2.4. 
2.1. Ranked Alphabet, Tree Substitution, Context-Free Tree Grammar 
For any set A, ~(A) denotes the set of all subsets of A. Whenever no confusion arises 
we shall identify a singleton {a} with the element a. In this sense, A _C ~(A). 
For any set S, S* is the set of all strings over S. h is the empty string, lg(w) is the 
length of w. 
denotes the set {0, 1, 2,...} of nonnegative integers. 
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A ranked alphabet (or ranked operator domain) X is an indexed family (X~) ,~ of 
disjoint sets. A symbol f in ~'.,~ is called an operator of rank n (the intention being that f
denotes an operation of n arguments; see Section 2.2). If  n = 0, then f is also called a 
constant. 
A ranked alphabet S = (X~)~ is said to be finite if [.) X, is a finite set. 
If 27 and ZT' are ranked alphabets, then their union, denoted by ~ U ZY, is defined by 
(X U 27'),~ := X~ U S '  n for all n e N. 
For a ranked alphabet X, the set of trees over 27 (or E-trees or terms over X), denoted 
by Tz ,  is defined to be the smallest set of strings over 27 u {(,)} such that ~0 C Tz  
and, for n ~ 1, i f f~  Z', and t 1 .... , t ,  e Tz  , then f ( t  I "" t,) e Tz  . 
A subset of Tz is called a 22-tree language or a tree language over 27. 
If Y is a set (of symbols) disjoint with X, then Tz(Y )  denotes the set of trees Tz(r) ,  
where X(Y)  is the ranked alphabet with 27(Y)0 = 270 u Y and'2J(Y), : 27~ for n ~ 1. 
Thus the elements of Y are added as constants. We shall only be interested in the case 
where Y consists of "variables." 
Let X == fx 1 , xo, x a .... } be a fixed denuInerable set of variables. Let A o = 9 and, 
for k ) l, A\. = ~x I ..... xk} (note that X is not meant to be a ranked alphabet, the 
elements of .V are meant to be constants). For k ) 0, m >~ 0, t e Tz(X~), and t I ..... t~ e 
Tz(A~,), we denote by tit 1 ,..., tj.] the result of substituting t i for x, in t. Note that t[t 1 ,..., t~] 
is in Tz(X,,). Note also that for k = 0 t[t~ ..... t~] = t[ ] = t. 
We now define substitution of tree languages. In general, whenever there is more 
than one possible object to substitute for a given symbol, the problem arises whether 
to substitute the same object for all occurrences of the symbol or to allow different 
objects to be substituted for different occurrences of the symbol. Although the latter 
kind of substitution is the usual one in language theory, the former kind has also been 
studied, in particular in fixed-point characterizations of classes of languages (see, for 
instance, the extended efinable languages in [27] and the bottom-up tree transductions 
in [9]7. In [41] the two notions of substitution are called "call by value" and "call by 
name" substitutions, respectively. Here we shall call them inside-out (IO) and outside-in 
(OI) substitutions, respectively. 
2.1.1. DEFINITION. Let k ~ 0, m ~ 0, L e ~(Tz(A~)), and L 1 ..... Lk c J~(Tx(A~,,)). 
The lOsubstitution of L a .... ,Lk  into L, denoted by L +z(L  1 .... ,La.),is de f inedtobe  
the tree language {t[t 1 .... , ta.] [ t eL  and L" eL ,  for 1 ~ i -Zk}. 
The 0 I  substitution of Lx , . . . , Lk  into L, denoted by L~ (L~,...,Lk), is defined 
inductively as follows. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For fe  Z' o , f~-1 (L1 . . . . .  LL) = If}" 
For 1 :~ i : -  k, x, ~ (L x .... ,L~.) =L i .  
For n "_=~ l, f ~ Z'~ and t 1 .... , t ,  e Tz(Xz.), 
f ( t l  . . .  t,,) %r  (L1 .... , L~.) = {.f(s l  " s , )  I for  1 ,~ i ~< ,,, 
s, e t, +Vr -  (Lx .... , L~)}. 
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(iv) For L C T~(X~), 
L ,~-  (L1 ,..., L~) = U t ~-  (r l  ,..., r~). I 
feL  
Substitut ion will be further treated in Section 2.4. Here we note the obvious fact 
that, for trees t, t 1 .... , tk, t ~o ( t l ' ' ' ' '  tk) - -  t ~ (t 1 .... , Ix) = t[t 1 ,..., tk]. We also 
note that for k~0 L~o(L1 , . . . , Lk )  =L~ (L1,... ,L~) ~L .  For k = 1 we shall 
write L ~o LI rather than L ~ (L1), and similarly for OI. 
Next we define the notion of a context-free tree grammar. It is an obvious generalization 
(but also a special case!) of the not ion of a macrogrammar in [12]. Note that we do not 
specify an initial nonterminal .  
A context-free tree grammar is a triple G = (27, Y ,  P )  where 
27 is a finite ranked alphabet of terminals, 
o ~ is a finite ranked alphabet of nonterminals or function symbols, 
disjoint with X, and 
P is a finite set of productions (or rules) of the form 
F(x 1 "" x~) -+ -c, where k >~ 0, F e ~. ,  and ,  e Tzuo~(Xk). 
We shall use the convention that for k - -  0 an expression of the form F( r  1 ' "  ~-~.) 
stands for F. In  particular, for F ~ o~ 0 , a rule is of the form F --~ ~- with 1- e Txu~- 9 
For F e o~k, the set of right-hand sides of rules for F, denoted by rhs(F), is defined 
to be {~ e Ts~(X~)  [F(x 1 "" xk) --~ ~" is in Pjk 
For a context-free tree grammar G = (2J, o ~,  P )  we now define three direct derivation 
relations: the unrestricted, the inside-out, and the outside-in one. Let n )0  and let 
e l ,  a 2e Tzu~(X~).  We define 0-1 ~ a2 if and only if there are a production 
unr  . . 
F(x I "'" Xk)-+ ~', a tree *7 E Tzw.~()s containing exactly one occurrence of x,,+l , 
and t rees  ~1 ,..., ~:/," e Txwg(X~) such that 
0"1 = ~[X l  . . . .  , gn ,  /~( (1  " ' "  ~k) ]  
and 
o'2 = 7][221 ..... xn,  T[~I ,..., ~k]]" 
In other words, a 2 is obtained from 0-1 by replacing a (occurrence of a) subtree F(~ 1 "" ~)  
by the tree ~-[~:1 ,..., ~:k]. 
The definition of 0-1 ~ 0-2 is the same as that for 0-1 ~ 0-0 exceut that the ~:'s 
lO  unr  " 
are required to be terminal  trees (~1 ,.-., ~:~ e Tz(X~)). The definition of 0-1 ~ or2 
is the same as that for 0-1 ~ 0-~ except that ~ is required to be such that x~+ 1 doe~ 
9 unr  
occur in a subtree of ~7 of the form G(+ 1 "" r,~); i.e., xn+ 1 does not occur in the argument 
list of a function symbol. 
Let m stand for unr, IO, or OI. As usual, * denotes the transitive-reflexive closure 
of ~ .  For k ~0 and 0-eTxv~(Xk)  we "define L~(G,a)  = {teT~(X~: ) [a~t ) .  
m 
L"(G, 0-) is called the context-free tree language m-generated by G from a. It  is well known 
from [12], and we shall give an alternative proof in Section 3, that Lo1(G , a) : Lunr(G , 0-). 
A tree language L over Z is called an I0  (01) tree language if there is a context-free 
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tree grammar G ~= (Z, d ~7, P) such that L =L Io (G , S') (L =Lo,(G, S)) for some 
S ~ ~0.  For k ~ 1 (and eventually for k = 0) a tree language L C Tz(Xk) is called 
an IO (0I)  tree language with variables if there is a context-free tree grammar G - -  
(Z, 5'7, P) such that L := Lio(G, F(x l ' "  x~)) (L = LoI(G , F(x l . "  xk))) for some F e ~.  
It can easily be shown that L C_ Tz(Xk) is an I0  (OI) tree language with variables if 
and only if it is an IO (OI) tree language over the alphabet Z(A~). Note also that, for any 
a ~ Tzu, (Xk)  , Lm(G, a) is an I0  tree language with variables (and similarly for 0I ) .  
Whenever we want to consider a context-free tree grammar G together with the 
mode of derivation ~ , we say that G is an IO tree grammar. Similarly, if we intend 
IO 
~o ' we say that G is an OI tree grammar. 
2.2. ~lany-Sorted Alphabet, Derived Alphabet, Z-Algebra, Yield, Derived Operation 
In the rest of this section we present he algebraic tools needed in the sequel. For 
motivation and examples, see [4, 15]. 
Since we want to make use of many-sorted operator domains, of which the ranked 
operator domain is a special case, we shall give most of our definitions for the many- 
sorted ease, leaving to the reader the specialization of these definitions to the ranked case. 
Let S be a set (of sorts). An S-sorted alphabet (or many-sorted alphabet or S-sorted 
operator domain) Z is an indexed family <Z~,,.~\<~.,>~s,• of disjoint sets. A symbol f
in Zw. ~ is called an operator of type <w, s/, arity w, sort s, and rank lg(w). If  w = )t, 
then f is also called a constant of sort s. 
A ranked alphabet Z will be considered to be the same as an S-sorted alphabet where 
S is a singleton, say S == {s}. The set Z~,~ is then identified with 27,. 
We shall in fact mostly be interested in N-sorted alphabets obtained from ranked 
alphabets as follows. 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. Let Z be a ranked alphabet. The derived N-sorted alphabet of Z, 
denoted by D(Z) or simply D whenever Z is understood, is defined as follows. Let, 
for each n ~> O, Z'~ -~ {f '  I feZ, ,}  be a new set of symbols; let for each n /> 1 and 
each i, 1 ~< i ~ n, ~r, '~ be a new symbol (the ith projection symbol of sort n); and let, 
for each n ~ 0 and k 7--- 0, c~.1~ be a new symbol (the (n, k)th composition symbol). Then 
(i) Da, o = 2:o'; 
(ii) for n :7 1, Da,, = ~",~ t) {rr'~ [ 1 ~< i ~< n}; 
(iii) for n, k • 0, I),,~.>..7,.,7., = {cn,~.} (in particular, D0, k = {Co.~}), and 
nt imes 
(iv) D ..... = ," otherwise. | 
Intuitively, whenever the elements of Z are interpreted as operations, the c's will 
be interpreted as composition of these operations (they might therefore be called "second 
level" operators) and the ~'s as projections. Another interpretation of the c's will be as 
substitution of trees or tree languages (the ~'s are then interpreted as variables). We 
note that the primes on the elements of Z in D(s are not needed but used to stress 
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the difference between e and D(Z). The symbol co, 0 is superfluous, but added for nota- 
tional convenience. 
For an S-sorted operator domain X we denote by Tr the family {Tz,  s )~s ,  where 
the Tz,,  are sets of trees defined inductively as follows: 
(i) for s a S, Xz,~ C_ T~.~ ,
(ii) for n i.- 1 and s,s I ..... s,~aS, iff~Z~....~,.., and, for 1 ~ i~n,  t~eTz .s ,  
then f ( t :  "- t,,) G 7). , .  
, ,  ~ /y '  Tz ~ is called the set of trees of sort s over Z. For a family Y \ .~)s~s of disjoint 
sets, the family Tz(Y) is defined to be Tz(r) where Z(Y)  is the S-sorted alphabet with 
2(Y)a.~ := ~.~ u ~', and, for w /~ A, Z(Y)~. ~ = X~..~. Note that for S = N, Y is a 
ranked alphabet. 
We now turn to interpretations of operator domains: X-algebras. A Z-algebra (or 
many-sorted algebra) A consists of a family (d , )~g of (not necessarily disjoint) sets 
(d,  is called the carrier or domain of sort s of the X-algebra A) and for each (w, s) ~ S* • S 
and eachfc  Z,,., an operationfA "of type (w, s)," i-e.,fA: Aq  • A,~ • "'" • A,.  ---* As 
where sis., ... s n ~- w. If  n = 0, then )cA is a constant, i.e., fA ~ A , .  Whenever A is 
understood, we shall denote f4 simply by f. 
2.2.2. EXAMVLE Let D be the derived alphabet of the ranked alphabet Z. We shall 
denote by DTz(X)  the D-algebra which is defined as follows. The domain of sort n 
is Tz(X~). For fe  Z , ,  f '  is the tree f (x ,  "" x,)  (for fE  Xo, f '  = f ) .  For n >~ 1 and 
1 ~ i <~ n, rr," = x,. For n, k >~ 0, t ~ Tz(X , ) ,  and t~ ,..., t~ 6 T~(Xk) , c~.~(t, t 1 ,..., t~) = 
t[ta .... , t,,] (in particular, Co,Q)~ t). We shall call DTz(X)  the tree substitution D- 
algebra. ! 
2.2.3. EXAMPLE. Let 22 be a ranked alphabet. 27* 0 can be made into a X-algebra A 
by defining for f  ~ X 0 , f4 = f, and, for n ~> l , f c  X~ and w 1 .... , w,~ ~ Z* o ,fA(w~,..., w~) = 
w~ "" w, .  Thus, every operator in Z,~ is interpreted as the (n-ary) operation of concatena- 
tion. | 
A nondeterministic X-algebra A differs from an ordinary X-algebra in that its operations 
are "many-valued," i.e., fA: A.~: • A~ • "" • A~ -~(A~) .  In other words, the f~ 
are reIations rather than total functions (and for n = 0, f4 is a set). 
Any Z-algebra is also a nondeterministic Z-algebra in the obvious way (recall that 
we identify singletons with their elements). A nondeterministic N-algebra for which 
all operations are partial functions is sometimes called a partial Z-algebra. Nondeter- 
ministic Z-algebras will only be used to construct ordinary Z-algebras from: the subset 
algebra (Definition 2.3.2) and the algebra of relations (Definition 5.3). 
If A and B are (ordinary) X-algebras, then B is a subalgebra of A if (1) for all s ~ S, 
B., _C A.,, and (2) for every operator f of 27, fB equals )cA restricted to B (in particular, 
i f f  is a constant, then fB =-- f4)- 
I f  A and B are X-algebras, aX-homomorphism h: A --+ B is a family (h~).~ s of mappings 
h,,: A, ~ B~ such that (1) if fcZa, . ,  , then h, ( f4 )=fB ,  and (2), if fEZ~c. . .~. ,  and 
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a~ c Aa,, then hs(f4(a 1,..., a,)) -~fB(hq(al),... , hs,(an) ). Whenever s is understood we 
shall write h rather than hs. 
For a family Y = (Ys)ses of disjoint sets, Tz(Y)  is a Z-algebra in the obvious way: 
Tz(r)..~ is the domain of sort s and frz(r)(t x .... , tn )  = f ( t  I "'" tn ) .  It  is well known (see, 
for instance, [4]) that Tz(Y)  is the free Z-algebra with generators IT, i.e., given a Z-algebra 
A and mappings ha: Y~--~ As,  there is a unique Z-homomorphism //: Tz(Y)--> A 
extending the ha (that is, h~(y) = h~(y) for al ly ~ Ys). In particular, for each Z-algebra A, 
there is a unique homomorphism from Tz to A, denoted by hA 9 
2.2.4. EXAMPLE. Let Z be a ranked alphabet. Consider the Z-algebra Z* 0 defined 
in Example 2.2,3. The unique Z-homomorphism from Tz to Z* 0 is obviously the mapping 
which associates with each tree in Tz its yield (or frontier) in Z*0. I 
2.2.5. EXAMPLE. Let D be the derived alphabet of Z. Consider the tree substitution 
D-algebra DTz(X)  of Example 2.2.2. The unique homomorphism from T D to DTz(X)  
will also be called Y IELD (see [17]). Thus Y IELD:  T O --~ DTz(X)  associates with 
each "second level tree" in To. n a Z-tree with variables in Ts(Xn). | 
Let Z be a finite S-sorted alphabet (that is, 1,) Z~,,~ is finite; note that S might be 
W~a 
infinite). A tree language L C _ Tz,~ is recognizable if there exist a finite Z-algebra A 
(i.e., As is finite for all s) and a subset F of Aa such that L = h~l(F) where hA = (hs)~s 
is the unique Z-homomorphism Tz --~ A. 
For an infinite S-sorted alphabet Z, we say that L C_C_ Tz, s is recognizable if there is a 
finite subalphabet g2 of Z (i.e., s ~ C Zw,~ for all (w, s) ~ S* • S) such that L C Tn, s 
and L is recognizable as a subset of Tn. s . 
Now consider, for a finite S-sorted Z, the ranked alphabet ~ such that Z n = 
0 {Z~,,,.~ I l g (w)~ n}. Obviously Tz,~ C T~, and, moreover, it can easily be seen 
tO,$ 
from the definition of Tr,~ that it is a recognizable subset of T~. We leave the proof 
of the following statement as an easy exercise to the reader: a tree language L C Tz.s 
is recognizable if and only if it is recognizable as a subset of T~. Clearly the same is 
true for infinite Z. From this fact it follows that most of the theory of recognizable 
tree languages can be carried over directly from the ranked case to the many-sorted case. 
For simplicity, let Z be a ranked alphabet. Any tree t in DTz(X)  is also called a derived 
operator. Given a Z-algebra A and k >/0,  each t ~ Tz(Xk) can be interpreted as a function 
A ~ --~ A, called a derived operation, denoted by t A or deropA(t), and defined as follows: 
for al ..... ak E A, G(a 1 ,..., a~) = ~(t) where ~: Tz(X~)-+ A is the unique Z-homo- 
morphism such that ~(xi) = ai for 1 ~< i ~ k. Note that for k = 0, tA = hA(t), where 
hA is the unique homomorphism Tr ~ A. In the S-sorted case one has to associate 
a sort si with xi for 1 ~< i ~< k, and consider Tz(Y)  where Ys ~ {xi[si  = s}. Each 
tree t ~ Tz(Y)~ then gives rise to a derived operation tA: A,a • "'" • A ,  --~ ~4~ in the 
same way as above. 
Let Z be a ranked alphabet with derived alphabet D and let A be a Z-algebra. Then 
the D-algebra of functions over A, denoted by o~(A), is defined as follows. For n /> 0, 
.~-(A)~ is the set of all total functions A n --~ A; for f e Z~, f '  ----fa ; ~ri ~ is the ith projec- 
57z[x5/3-7 
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tion A~--~ A; and c,.~ is composition of functions: cn.k(f, f l  .... ,fn) -~fo  (fl ,.--,f~), 
where ( f  ~ (/1 ..... f ,))(ai ,..., ak) = f( fa(al  ,..., ak),..., fn(al .... , as)) (for n = 0, 
Co.~(f)(a I ,..., a,) -~ f, i.e., Co.k(f) is the constant function f of k arguments; for k = 0, 
c0.0(/) = f ) .  
It is well known [6, II I.3, Exercise 4; 15, Proposition 2.4] that (t[t 1 ..... tk])A = 
tA o (txA , . . . ,  tlcA). From this it easily follows that the mapping deropA, which associates 
the derived operation tA with each tree t, is a D-homomorphism from DTz(X)  into 
~(A)  (in fact the unique one). By restricting ~(A) ,  to derived operations one obtains 
therefore a sub-D-algebra of o~(A): the D-algebra of derived operations over A, denoted 
by dero~-(A). Note that der~(A)  is in fact the D-homomorphic image of To ; thus 
it is the smallest subalgebra of ~-(A), i.e., the smallest class of functions containing 
the operations of A and the projections, and closed under composition. 
Let L5 be the N-sorted alphabet consisting of the projection symbols and the com- 
position symbols. In [6, Chap. II I .3] a sub-/~-algebra of o~(A) is called a clone, and 
der~-(A) is called the "clone of action of 27 on A." The relevance of clones to formal 
language theory has been shown by Blikle ([5], where clones are called inductive families 
of functions) and Wand [40]. 
We finally note that the D-algebras DTz(X)  and der~-(Tz) are isomorphic. 
2.3. Continuous Algebra, Subset Algebra 
In [3, 15, 39, 40] 2:-algebras are investigated which are at the same time posets such 
that the 2:-operations are continuous. Here we shall consider in particular "completely 
continuous" 2:-algebras. 
Let A be a partially ordered set (poset) with partial ordering ~ and minimal element s  
A nonempty subset A 1 of A is called directed if any two elements of A1 have an upper 
bound in A i . A is called H-complete (A-complete, u-complete) if every subset (every 
directed subset, every finite nonempty subset) A i of A has a least upper bound (or join) 
U A 1 in A (for a i ,  a2 ~ A, H{ai, aA} is denoted by al u aA). A H-complete poset is 
usually called a complete lattice. If  B is another poset and f: A --~ B, then f is called 
U-continuous (A-continuous) if f (U  Ai) = U f (A i )  for all subsets (all directed subsets) 
A i of A, whenever U A i exists. Note in particular that U 4) = _1_ and hence f ( [ )  = • 
for every U-continuous f (some authors exclude this case). We now define continuous 
algebras. 
2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let 27 be an S-sorted alphabet, and let A be a Z-algebra such 
that each carrier A s is a poset with minimal element. Let Z stand for A or H. Then 
A is called a Z-continuous 27-algebra if its carriers are Z-complete and each of its operations 
is Z-continuous in each of its arguments, i.e., iffA: A~I • ... X As, --+ A, and a ie  Ask 
(for i v a k), then the function hx "fA(a i ,..., ak_i, x, ak+ 1 ..... an): Ass --+ A s is Z-con- 
tinuous. | 
Note that in any H-continuous 27-algebra A, fA(at ..... ak, J_, ak+l .... , a,~) ~ _L. 
Note that the notion of a A-continuous Z-algebra coincides with the one in [15]. 
In statements about A-continuous 27-algebras we shall mostly assume that they have 
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U-complete carriers (and the particular algebras we shall consider, have H-complete 
carriers). Actually it would suffice for our purposes to assume -,-completeness. Observe 
that if a A-complete poset A (with minimal element) has a countable basis (i.e., there 
is a countable subset of A such that every element of A is the join of elements from 
that subset, see [32]), then it is H-complete if and only if it is u-complete (we leave 
the straightforward proof to the reader). By the same argument, we shall often consider 
H-continuous homomorphisms rather than A-continuous, A-preserving, and ta- 
preserving ones. 
The definition of "subalgebra of a continuous algebra" is left to the reader. 
We now take a closer look at H-continuous (or: completely continuous) X-algebras. 
The most common type of H-continuous X-algebra is the "subset algebra." 
2.3.2. DEFINITION. Let A be a nondeterministic X-algebra. The subset algebra 
of A, denoted by ~#(A), is the (deterministic) Z-algebra with ~(A, )  as carrier of sort s and, 
for f~Z~;..~.~ and A~(Aq) ,  f~o)(A~,...,A,~)-~ U{fA(al,...,a,~)[ai~A t for 
1 <~i<~n}. |
It was noticed in [21], in the case that A is an ordinary X-algebra, that the operations 
f~(A) are "completely distributive" (i.e., H-continuous in each of its arguments). The 
easy generalization of this fact to the nondeterministic (and many-sorted) case is left 
to the reader. 
2.3.3. LEMMA. For each nondeterministic Z-algebra A, ~(A) is a U-continuous X- 
algebra (where II is set-union). | 
In [11] the notion of a "cslm" is defined (to be used in program scheme theory). 
A cslm is in fact a U-continuous Z-algebra A, where 27 is the ranked alphabet with 
Z 0 = {e} and Z2 = {*}, such that A is a monoid with respect o eA and *A 9 It was shown 
in [11] that free cslm's exist. 
We now prove a lemma which enables us to show the existence of free H-continuous 
Z-algebras. A 2-homomorphism h -~ <hs>~ s is called U-continuous if all h~ are H- 
continuous functions. 
2.3.4. LEMMA. Let A be a Z-algebra and let B be a H-continuous Z-algebra. Let h 
be a Z-homomorphism from A to B. Then h is uniquely extendable to a H-continuous 
X-homomorphism from ~(A) to B. 
Proof. Obviously, the only way to extend h is by defining, for A 1 C As (s ~ S), 
g(A1) = H {h(a) [ a ~ A1}. Then, clearly, h is H-continuous. It remains to show that / /  
is a X-homomorphism: 
(i) for fo f  rank 0, 
h(f~cA)) = h({L)) = h( fA  = fB;  
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(ii) for f of rank n and sets A i ,..., Am, 
h(f~(A)(A~ ,..., A,))  
= ]l({fA(al ,..., an)[ a, E Ai} ) 
= U {h(f~(a, ..... a.)) I a, ~ n~} 
= U {f.(h(a~) ..... h(a.)) I a, ~ A,} 
and this is, by U-continuity of fn in each of its arguments, equal to 
fB (U  lh(al)I a lE'~l I  ,''', U ',h(an) lanE'Z~nt)=fB(h-(Al),'"'~('4,)) 9 | 
2.3.5. THEOREM. ~(Tz)  is free in the class of U-continuous S-algebras with U-con- 
tinuous Z-homomorphisms (i.e., for each U-continuous Z-algebra A there is a unique 
U-continuous Z-homomorphism from ~(  Tz) to A). 
Proof. By the previous lemma, the unique 27-homomorphism hA: Tz --~ A is uniquely 
extendable to a H-continuous 27-homomorphism //n: ~(Tz)~ A. Since the restriction 
to T z of any 27-homomorphism ~(Tz)  ~ A is a Z-homomorphism, /~ is unique. | 
For simplicity we restrict ourselves again to the case of a ranked alphabet 27 and leave 
the many-sorted case to the reader. From the previous theorem we immediately obtain 
the following one. 
2.3.6. THEOREM. For k >~ 1, .#(Tz(Xk)) is the free U-continuous Z-algebra with 
generators X,~. 
Proof. Analogous to [15, Proposition 2.2]. | 
From this theorem it follows that any tree language with variables can, in a natural 
way, be considered as a derived operator for H-continuous L-algebras. 
2.3.7. DEFINITION. Let k >/0. Any tree language L C_ Tz(Xk) will also be called a 
derived operator. Given a U-continuous Z-algebra A, L can be interpreted as a function 
A '~ -~ .q, called a derived operation, denoted by LA or deropA(L), and defined as follows: 
for a 1 ,..., ak ~ A, LA(al ..... ak) ~ d(L), where a: #(Tz(X~.)) ~ A is the unique U-con- 
tinuous 2~-homomorphism uch that d(xz) ~ al. | 
It is obvious that LA(a~,..., ak) ~ U tA(al,..., ak), where tA is the derived operation 
of t in the Z-algebra A as defined in Section 2.2. 
With respect o continuity the "language derived operations" behave as follows. 
2.3.8. THEOREM. For each tree language L and U-continuous Z-algebra A, the derived 
operation L A is A-continuous. 
Proof. Completely analogous to the proof of [16, Proposition 4.13]. | 
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2.4. Substitution, Associativity 
We now characterize tree language substitution (defined in Section 2.1) algebraically. 
Let X be a ranked alphabet and D its derived alphabet. Recall that DTz(X)  is the 
tree substitution D-algebra. 
The tree language I0  substitution algebra, denoted by ~(Tz(X) ) Io ,  is defined to be 
the subset D-algebra ~(DTs(X) ) .  
Obviously, for L C Tz (X , )  and L 1 .... , L ,  _C Tz(A~), c,.~(L, L 1 ,..., L , )  = L ~-ff 
(L 1 ..... L,); moreover, 7r, '~ ~- {xi} and, for f e S~, f '  = {/(Xl "'" x,)}. 
Note that, by Lemma 2.3.3, ~(Tz(X)) io  is a [J-continuous D-algebra. The unique 
H-continuous D-homomorphism from ~(To)  to ~(Ts(X)) io  will be called Y IELD 
(it is the extension of Y IELD:  To -~ DTs(X) ,  see Example 2.2.5; forL  C To.~ (n ~ N), 
YIELD(L) = {YIELD(t) [ t EL}). 
The tree language O I  substitution algebra, denoted by ~(Tz(X))o~, is defined to be 
the D-algebra such that 
(i) the domain of sort n is ~(Tz(A~)); 
(ii) for feZ ,  , f '  = {f (x  1 "" .%)} ( i fn = 0, thenf '  = {f}); 
(iii) fo rn  ~> 1 and 1 ~ i~n,~r~ ~ = [x;};and 
(iv) for n, k ) 0, L _C T~(X.) and L ,  , . . . ,L .  C_ Tz(Xk), e.,~(L,L~ .... , L . )  = 
LA(L1 ,..., L , ) ,  where A is the subset Z-algebra ~(Tx(Xk)) and LA is the derived operation 
corresponding to L in this H-continuous X-algebra A (as defined in Definition 2.3.7). 
It should be clear from the definitions that c~,k(L, L1 .... ,Ln) =-L~y (La ,...,L,O. 
Note that it would be appropriate to denote ~(T@u by D~(Tx(X) )  since its 
elements are derived operators. This would also nicely indicate the difference between IO 
(~~ and OI (D~(Tz(X) ) ) .  For notational reasons we prefer the chosen denota- 
tions. 
The D-algebra ~(Tz(X))oi  is A-continuous. (Proof: Since c~.k(L, L 1 ,. . . ,  Ln )  is defined 
as a derived operation it follows from Theorem 2.3.8 that %,~ is A-continuous in the 
last n arguments; it follows from the very definition of derived operation that c~, k is 
even l_l-continuous in its first argument.) It is easy to see that ~(Tz(X))oI  is in general 
not H-continuous (for instance, f(x~x~) ~ {g, h} @ (f(xv'q) o~S g) ~9 (f(xrr l )  ~S h) and 
f(Xl) ~S, (Xx, ~) ~ ~b). 
We TMnOw consider the question of associativity of substitution. It was shown in [15, 
Proposition 2.3] that tree substitution is associative, i.e., for t ~ Tz(X~),  t I .... , t n @ 
T,v(X~), and sl ,..., s~. ~ Ts(Xm) , (t[t a .... , tn])[sl ,... , s~,] = t[ti[si ,..., s,.],..., this I ..... S~:]]. 
This result was a special case of the fact that, for any Z-algebra A, (t[q ..... t~])~ = 
t~ o (taA ,..., tnA). For OI substitution of tree languages we can prove exactly the same 
results in the same way. Associativity of OI substitution was proved originally in [33, 
Lemma 7.8]. 
2.4.1. THEOREMS. Let A be a [J-continuous X-algebra. LetL  C T@u andL  1 ..... L ,  C 
Tz(X,:). Then (L ~ (Lj ..... L~,)) A = L A o (LaA ..... L~A ). 
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Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of [15, Proposition 2.4], using 
l_l-continuous X-homomorphisms and the free U-continuous X-algebra ~(Tr(X~)) rather 
than X-homomorphisms and the free X-algebra Tx(X,),  respectively. | 
2.4.2. COROLLARY. OI tree language substitution is associative, i.e., for Q c Tr(X,),  
La .... , L ,  C_ Tr(X~) and M1,..., M~ C Tz(X~), (Q ~ (L 1 ,..., L~)) ~ (3I  1 .... , Mk) = 
+-- (L 1 (31, M~.),..., L ,  ~ (3//1 Mk)). 
Q o,  ~ , . . . . . . .  , 
Proof, By the previous theorem, using A = ~(T~(X~)). | 
IO tree language substitution is not associative in general. For instance, (f(x~x~)~o 
(xl, x~)) ~o {a, b] = f(x~x~) ~o {a, b} = {f(aa), f(bb)}. But f(xlxe) ~o (x~ ~o {a, b}, 
xl ~o {a, b}) -= f(x~x~) ~o ({a, b}, {a, b}) = {f(aa), f(ab), f(ba), f(bb)}. Problems arise 
in (O ~ (L~ ,..., L.)) +-- (/~I1 .... , M~) if a variable x, occurs in two different L's 
IO . IO 
and 3I~ contains at least two elements. If this does not happen, then IO substitution 
is associative, as shown next. 
2.4.3. LE.~IMA. Let Q c_ Tx(A',), L 1 ,..., L~ C_ Tz(Xk) , and ~I 1 ,..., Mk C_ Tz(X~). 
Suppose that for all i, l ~ i ~ k, xi occurs at most in the trees of one of the L 1 ,...,L~ 
or .~I i is a singleton. 
Then (Q ~o (L~ ,..., L,)) ~o (M~ .... , M~.) = Q ~o (La ~o (2IIt ,..., ~VI~),..., L~ ~o 
(M~ ..... M,)). 
Proof. Let t be in the left-hand side of the above equation. Then t = (q[l 1 ,..., l~]) 
[m 1 .... , m~.] with q ~ Q, li ~L , ,  and m, e M~ . Hence, by associativity of tree substitution, 
t = q[ll[m 1 ..... ml~],... , l,,[m~ ,..., m~]] and thus t is in the right-hand side of the equation. 
Now let t be in the right-hand side. Then t = q[ll[mlt,..., mkl],..., l~[mfl',..., mfl~]] for 
q ~ Q, l, e l i ,  and m/E  3 I j .  Define mj ~ Mj as follows: if Mj is a singleton then mj 
is its element, else if x j- occurs in l~ (for some i) then mj = m~ i, else mj is taken to be an 
arbitrary element of 3I~, say mj 1. From the hypothesis in the lemma one can see that then 
t =-q[ll[m I ,..., m~],..., l~[ml ,..., ink]]. Hence by associativity of tree substitution it 
follows that t is in the left-hand side of the equation. | 
Apart from the "associativity law" discussed above, one can consider the "projection 
laws." Is it true that c,.~(~ri'~,L1 .... ,Ln) = Li ? In the D-algebra :~(Tz(X))ox this law 
holds by the definition of +--. In the D-algebra :~(Ts(X))Io the law does not hold, 
" O l  
for instance, c2.~({x,] , L, r = {xl} ~o (L, r = ~ for all L. The law c,.,(L, ~1",..,, ~, ' )  = 
L holds in both algebras. 
A/)-algebra (where /~ = D -- 27') is called an abstract clone in [6, III.3, Exercise 3] 
if it satisfies the associativity and projection laws. Thus ~(Tx(X))o[ is an abstract clone, 
whereas ~(Tr(X)) io is not. In general one can say that the OI-case leads to A-continuous 
(abstract) clones, whereas the IO-case leads to subset algebras of abstract clones, which 
are not abstract clones themselves. 
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3. FIXED-POINT CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTExT-FREE TREE LANGUAGES 
In this section we characterize context-free tree languages as minimal fixed-points 
of A-continuous mappings from tree languages to tree languages. More precisely, we 
view a context-free tree grammar as a system of equations, where the unknowns (i.e., 
the nonterminals) range over tree languages with variables. As the basic operation to 
build up these equations we use either IO or OI tree language substitution. In the former 
case the solution of the system of equations is shown to be the IO tree language generated 
by the grammar, whereas in the latter case it is the OI tree language generated by the 
grammar. Thus the difference between the IO and OI tree languages is characterized 
as the difference between IO and OI substitution as a basic operation in the context-free 
system of equations. We note that for OI tree languages the fixed-point characterization 
of this section can also be found in [23]. 
Let G = (Z', ~' ,  P) be a context-free tree grammar where o~" = {F 1 ,..., Fq) for some 
q ~> 1 and let ri be the rank ofF/ for  1 ~ i ~< q. The grammar G will be fixed throughout 
this section. 
With G we associate two mappings Mc.lO and Ma,ol both having as domain and range 
the set 
q 
= 1-I ~(T~(x~,),  
where I-I is Cartesian product. Note that ~ is a [.l-complete poset. The ordering is 
usual set inclusion (componentwise) and the minimal element is .Q = (6,..., ~). Now 
let m stand for IO or OI. For all k ~ 0 and all a in T~u.~(Xk) the mapping M,,(a): 
--> ~(Tz(Xk)) is defined recursively as follows: 
For d : (d 1 ,..., dq) Ecdr 
(i) for a ---- x, in A~, M~(a)(d) ---- {xi}; 
(ii) for a =f (a  1 .." a,) wheref~27 n for n /> 0 
Mm(a)(d) --=- {f(xl "'" xn)} ~ (~l,n(al)(d),..-, Mm(a,~)(d)); 
(iii) for a =F; (a l  "" a,.) 
M,,(~)(d) : d, ~ (M,,(~I)(d),..., Mm(~r,)(d)). 
Let X/m be the extension of M,~ to sets of terms L, i.e., for all d ~ ~,  ~/m(L)(d) = 
,~L Mm( ~)(d)" 
The mapping from ~ to ~ associated with G, denoted by Mo.~,, is defined as follows: 
for d ~ ~:  Mo.,n(d) = (37/m(rhs(F~))(d),..., 3~/m(rhs(Fq))(a)). 
3.1. LEMMA. Mc.,~ is A-continuous. 
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Proof. In Section 2.4 it was shown that *-- is H-continuous and that +- is A-con- 
I0  Ol 
tinuous, and since A-continuity is preserved by composition, join and "target upling," 
the lemma follows. | 
The properties of ~ and the A-continuity of ~/Ic. m make it possible to use the fixed- 
point theorem. We shall denote the minimal fixed-point of ~Ic..~ by ] G.~ [. 
3.2. LEMMA. ]Gm [ = 0 M~,~(f2). | 
t=0 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving that for any k ~ 0 and ~ ~ Tsu~(A-k) 
Mm(cr)(l Gm [) = Zm(G, ~). 
Recall that L~(G, a) is the language m-generated from a. Before we prove this result 
we state the following useful lemma, which shows the behavior of M~ with respect 
to tree substitution. The OI-part of the lemma is analogous to [33, Lemma 8.2]. 
3.3. LEMMA. For n, k ~ O, let ~ ~ Tzu~(X, )  and ~1 .... , "r, ~ Txu:v(X~). Then 
(1) for all d e ~,  
t]/loI(a[rl ' ""  "rn])(d) = Mo1(a)(d) +-6]- (Mol('rl)(d)'"" ]l'loI('rn)(d)); 
(2) i f  for all i, 1 ~ i ~ n, xi occurs exactly once in o or -q is terminal (i.e., "q ~ Tr( XT~) ), 
then for all d ~ ~,  
M,o(a[~-~ ..... rn])(d) = Mm(~)(d) +i-0-- (Mlo(~'l)(d) . . . . .  Mio(r,,)(d)). 
Proof. The proof is by straightforward induction on cr using the associativity results 
in Section 2.4 (Corollary 2.4.2 and Lemma 2.4.3). Note that in the IO case one uses the 
fact that if 9 is terminal then for all d ~ ~,  Mm(~)(d) = {~'}. | 
Now we can prove the fixed-point characterization f context-free tree languages. 
3.4. THEOREM. For all k ~ 0 and all a ~ Tzus(Xk)  
Z,~(G, ,,) = M,,(,,)(! G~ 3. 
In particular, for 1 ~ j ~ q, 
L~(G, F~(xl "'" x,,) = ] G~ ]j. 
Proof. The proof is in two steps, (a) and (b). 
(a) First we show that L,,(G, a) C_ 1]I,~(~)([ G,,~ I). This inclusion can be obtained, 
by Lemma 3.2, from the following statement: For all p >/0  and for all t ~ Tr(A~), 
if a ~ t then t~ ]llm(a)(3l~,,n(g2)) , where ~ means derivation in p steps. We prove 
this by induction on p. 
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Basis of  induction. 
{t). 
0 
If  a :~ t ~ Tz (X~)  then a = t, but since t is terminal 3f,,(t)(/2) = 
tit 
/9+1 
Induction step. Assume that a => t, then there exists a' such that a ~ a '~ t. 
By the induction hypothesis t ~Mm(#)(M~(D) )  and we have to prove that t~ 
Mm(a3(M~+~q2~x Therefore it suffices to show that 
- , ~ a,mt 31" 
M.~(#)(M~,~(f2)) C M~(cO(M~+~(/2)). (*) 
Assume that the derivation step a ~ a' is obtained by application of the production 
F~(xl "'" xr,) --~ r where r ~ T~u.~(Xr ) .  Then there exists -q ~ Tzu~(X,+ l )  with exactly 
one occurrence of x~+ 1and there exist a~ ,..., ar~ in T;r~(X~) such that 
and 
a - - -~[X  1 . . . . .  Xk ,  F)(o-  1 " -  O'r:)] 
o" - -  "q[x I , . . . ,  xk ,  q'[o" I . . . . .  o'r j]].  
Now, writing M,~ v for M~,~(/2), we use Lemma 3.3 to get 
M~(~' ) (~")  = M~(n[,~ ..... ~ ,  . [~  ..... %]])(M~ ~) 
- -~  &I~(~)(3I,~ ~)~ (x~ ..... xk ,  M~(.r[a~ ,..., a,5])(Mm~')) 
and 
M,(~) (~ +') = M~(~[~, .... , ,~ ,  F~(~, "" %) ] ) (~+~)  
= ]}/m(~)(] ] / I~+l)  ~ (Xl , . . . ,  Xk ,  ]~l~n(gj(o" 1 . . .  o - r l ) )C j '~f f l ) ) .  
Note that for m = IO we really use that xk+~ occurs exactly once in ~7. Since .M,~ C -.-m~+l 
the inclusion (.)  will follow from proving that 
M~(~[~ ..... %])(M~')  C M,~(F , (~ . . .  %))( ;~+~).  
Another application of Lemma 3.3 gives 
M,~(~-[e~ ,..., %~])(M,f) = Mm(~-)(M~" ) ~ (M,,(ax)(M,,~),..., M,~(%~)(M,~')) 
(observe that for m = I0  all a's are terminal by the definition of an IO derivation). 
Now by the definition of 3Ia.,~ 
.~I,~(r)(3-]m ~) C ~l,,,(rhs(F~))(M,~ ~) = (Ma.~(~v) ) j  = (.~+1)~, 
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so we finally have 
M,,,O-[a , ..... %1)(~,.,,:) _m (~+1) ;  ~ (M,.(<.I)(_~W,) ..... M,.(%)(~,,,>)) 
m ( j~+l ) j  +-m- -  (mm(~ " ' ' ,  M,,,('~rs)(-Mm~')) 
- -  j'l.*m(/~'~(O. 1 - . .  o-,:))(Mm~+l). 
Hence (.)  is proved and the induction step is completed. 
(b) Second, we show that DI~(a)(] G,. 1) C_L,~(G, a). It suffices to prove the following 
statement by induction on p: 
for all p ;~ 0, k ) 0, and a ~ Trw~(Xk)  , Mm(a)(Mg.~(~?)) CL,~(G, a). 
Basis of induction. If ~ is terminal then M,,(a)(~Q) = {~} ----- Lm(G, a) and if ~ is not 
terminal then DI,,(a)(~) = q~. 
Induction step. Again we shall use ~I~n as shorthand for 21I~,,~(D). We shall prove 
by induction on a that Mm(a)(2~.~ +1) C Lm(G , a). 
(i) a=x,  eXk .  
l ] l ,n (a ) ( J~fm~+l  ) = {X1} = Lm(G, a). 
(ii) a =f ( (h  "'" %), fEX~ for somej  /> O. 
If t ~ ~vI~(,)(M~', +1) {f (x  1 "" xj)} +-- M a ~/~+1 = ,, ( m( 1)( m ),..., Mm(es)(~]~+l)), then there 
exist ti ~ M~(a~)(M~ +1) for 1 ~ i ~<j such that t -~  f ( t  1 ... tj). By the e-induction 
hypothesis M,,(ai)(M~+I)C_L,~(G, ai) for 1 ~< i ~<j. Hence r N ti and so ~ = 
f (a t  "" a,) ~ f ( t  1 "" ts) = t and t is in L,~(G, a). 
(iii) a = F , (a l ' "  at) ,  F~ e o~. 
Let t e Mm(F~(a I "'" a~))(M~+l). From the definition of Mm and ~Ia. m it follows that 
there is r e rhs(Fj) such that t e 3I,,,(r)(M,~ ) ~ (M,,(al)(2~+l),..., 21.l,,,(a~)(M~+x)). 
From the p-induction hypothesis we have 
M.,(.)(Mm~) _C L~(G, .) 
and from the e-induction hypothesis 
)dm(a,)(M~ +1) C Lm(G , ~,) for 1 ~< i ~ r s . 
From the definition of +- it follows that there exists u ~L,~(G, 7) such that t 6 {u} -~- Iql m 
(Lm(G, al) ..... L, ,(G, ar)). 
Now we consider the two cases separately. 
m =I0 .  Bv the definition of +- (Section 2.1) there exist t i~L lo (G , ai) for 
" IO 
1 ~< i ~ r i such that t = u[t I ,..., t,.]. But then a = Fs(a 1 "" a r ) *=> F~(t. "'" t r ) ::> 
" J" 10 "" ~ ~" IO 
9 [t l  , . . . ,  tr, l  ~o ,,It1 ..... t , , l  = t. 
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m -~- OI. X, Ve want to show that 
u[~l ..... %] *~ t (+)  
o l  
because then (r = F~(o I . . .% ) ~ "d~. ,..., a~ ] ~ u[a I ..... %~] *~ t. Following the 
9 . O . O O I  
definition of ~ we prove (+)  by induction on u. 
(i) u = a~Z o. 
Then t = u = a and (+)  follows. 
(ii) u=x,  cXr~. 
Then u[~ ..... %3 = x,[r .... , r = ~, and {x,} ~ (Lo,(G, aO,...,Lo,(G, %)) = 
Lo,(G, al), hence ~, -~, t. 
(iii) u=f(u~'"u , ) , fEX~forsomen ~ 1. 
In this case t ~- f (s~' . "  s,) where s, ~ {ui} +- (LoI(G, ax),... ,Lol(G, ~r~)) and by the 
." . OI J 
u-induction hypothesm ui[~l ,..., or,,] ~ sl for 1 ~< i ~< n. Now u[a 1 .... ,a~] = 
f (U l " "  Un)[cr 1,..., err, ] = f (u l [a  , .... , a~] "'" u,[al ,... , or,]) ~ f (s l " ' "  s,) = t. 
This completes the p-induction step and the second inclusion is proved. The exact 
statement of the theorem is a direct consequence of the two inclusions. | 
If we consider the first half of the proof of the theorem we notice that we in fact proved 
that Lunr(G , or) ___ 1lion(a)( l Goi 1) (in the OI-case we did not use the restrictions on ~7 
and al .... , a,.). Since obviously Lo,(G, ,,) c_ Lunr(G , a) the theorem gives an alternative 
proof of the well-known fact [12] that Lunr(G , cr) = LoI(G , a). Intuitively Lemma 3.3 
plays the role of the "parallel derivation lemma" which is the key to the proof in [12]. 
4. CONTF~xT-FREE Z-Tm~E GRAMMARS AND SYSTEMS OF REGULAR D(Z)-EQUATIONS 
In this section we show that context-free X-tree languages can be characterized as 
solutions of systems of regular D(X)-equations in tree language substitution algebras. 
First we define systems of regular equations over many-sorted alphabets and their 
solutions in A-continuous algebras. Then we show that the class of context-free Z-tree 
languages is contained in the class of languages obtained as solutions to systems of 
regular D(Z)-equations in ~(Tr (X) ) .  Using a slight generalization of a normal form 
lemma in [21] we can show that these two classes are in fact equal. From this corre- 
spondence and the main result in [21] it follows that in the IO case the class of context- 
free Z-tree languages i exactly the class of Y IELDs of recognizable D(X)-tree languages. 
We now define systems of regular equations over many-sorted alphabets (the reader 
is referred to Section 2 for notions and definitions). 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let 27 be an S-sorted alphabet (possibly infinite) and let ~" = 
"(~, ?.~s be a family of disjoint sets such that ~s ~ also denoted by ~' ,  is finite. 
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Assume that .~,~ --  {F 1 .... , F~,  where F i ~ ~'.,. for 1 ~ i ~ n. The elements of o ~- are 
called nonterminals. 
A system of regular Z-equations (in ~)  is a finite set of equations 
{F  i __  n R~-}i=l , 
where R i is a finite subset of Tz(c~)s,. | 
We want to define solutions to systems of regular equations in A-continuous Z-algebras 
with U-complete carriers and the approach we take is exactly the same as the one leading 
to ] G m ] in Section 3. 
Let E [F~ =- R ~ = l},=1 be a system of regular X-equations in o~ and let B be a A-con- 
tinuous X-algebra with U-complete carriers. Furthermore, let F i be "of  sort s/' and 
n 
let ~ ~ I- I i*1B h 9 With E we associate a mapping Me: ~ -+ ~ defined in the following 
way. For a e Tz(o~-)., we define M(~): ~# ~ B~ such that for all b -~ (b~ ,..., b~) in 
(i) for a = a in Za,.~, M(a)(b) = aa,  
(ii) for ~ =F~,  3l(a)(b) = b~, 
(iii) for a = f(ax "-" ae), M(a)(b) = fB(M(a~)(b),..., M(at)(b)).  
M(o) is extended to sets R by ~I(R)(b) -~ kl _M(u)(b) and finally ~Ie is defined 
aE/~ 
such that for all b ~ 
Me(b) = (~l(R1)(b),...,/fI(R~)(b)). 
It should be clear that ~ is It-complete and that 3Ie is A-continuous. Hence the solution 
of E can be defined as the minimal fixed-point of 3I e . 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let 2 be an S-sorted alphabet, let E be a system of regular 
X-equations in {F 1 ,..., Fn~, and let B be a A-continuous Z-algebra with U-complete 
carriers. The solution of E in B, denoted by ] El? [ = (] EB I1 ..... [ EB In), is the minimal 
fixed-point of 3it E . | 
Now the notion of equational element can be defined. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let X be an S-sorted alphabet and let B be a A-continuous 
Z-algebra with H-complete carriers. For s ~ S an element b 6 B.~ is equational in B if 
there exists a system of regular Z-equations (in say n variables) such that b = ] EB I i 
for some i with 1 ~ i ~< n. | 
Generalizing the notion of recognizability to the many-sorted case it follows from 
[21] that if B is the subset algebra of the free N-algebra T~ then the equational subsets 
of Tz are exactly the recognizable subsets of Tz (cf. [17, 37]). 
Now we show how to transform a context-free tree grammar into a system of regular 
equations. First we define a set of mappings COMBZ~ <COMBkS>k>0, where 
COMBk z maps a Z-tree with k variables into a D(Z)-tree of sort k (where D(Z) is the 
derived alphabet of Z; see Definition 2.2.1). 
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4.4. DEFINITION. Let 27 be a ranked alphabet. For k /~ 0, COMBS:  Tz(Xk) 
TD(S).~ is the mapping defined by 
(i) COMB~Z(xi) = rq ~, 
(ii) fo r feX0:  COMBS( I )  -- co,k(f'), 
(iii) for feZ, , ,  (m ~ 1): 
COMB~S(f(t~ .'. t,,)) = c,,,.k(f" COMBkZ(t~) "'" COMBkX(t,~)). 
COMBk -~ is extended to sets L_C Tz(X~) by COMBeS(L) = {COMBkS(t) I t eL} and 
COMB Z is the family of mappings (COMB~r)k>o mapping the family (~(Tx(Xe))>k>o 
to the family (~(To(a))~.)~>o. Whenever 2: is understood we write COMB in stead of 
COMB ~. | 
Using COMB we define the system of regular equations G ~ associated with a context- 
free tree grammar G. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let G ~ (X, o~', p)  be a context-free Z-tree grammar where 
o~ = (F 1 .... ,F~} and let ~ '  = (F' a .... , F'~}. Then G D, the system of regular D(Z)- 
equations (in o~") associated with G, is 
G D = {F', = COMB['-'Y(rhs(F3)}~'=~, 
where k i is the rank o fF  i for 1 ~ i ~ n. | 
Note that, since TDCsua~). k is the same as TD(Z)(~')k where F'i  e ,~'k~ for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
G ~ is in fact a system of regular D(Z')-equations. 
4.6. EXAMPLE. Consider the grammar G = (27, ~-, P) where 27 o = {a, b), 2:~ = {f}, 
~0 = (Fx, Fa}, ~ = {F2}, and P is the set of productions 
F 1 --)- F~(Fz) , F2(Xl) --+ f(XlXx) , F 3 "-~ a, F 3 ~ b. 
Then G ~ is the system of regular D(X)-equations 
r ' ,  = {cl.o(F'2co.o(F'a))} , 
Y '  2 = {e2,1(f'rr117r11)}, 
F '  z ~-~ {Co.o(a'), Co,0(b')}. II 
Let m stand for IO or OI. Recall that Lm(G, a) is the language m-generated from a 
by G, and that #(Ts(X) ) , ,  is the tree language m-substitution algebra. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let G = (2:, [F 1 ..... F,}, P )  be a context-free Z-tree grammar and 
let k~ be the rank ofF ,  for 1 ~ i ~ n. Then, for 1 ~ i ~ n, 
L,,(G, F , ( . ,q  . . .  x~, ) )  = J G~ I,. 
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Proof. It is easy to check that the function Moo (defined with B = ~(Tx(A'))m) 
is identical to ilia,,, of Section 3, so the theorem follows by an application of Theorem 
3.4. | 
Now we want to show that the above theorem holds in the other direction as well. 
More precisely we want to show that for any system E of regular D(X)-equations we 
can construct a context-free X-tree grammar generating languages, which are equal 
to the solution of E in the tree language substitution algebras. Since not all systems 
of regular D(X)-equations "come" from context-free X-tree grammars (a D(X)-tree 
of the form c~,~(c~,,l~,('")'") cannot be the COMB-image of any X-tree), the first step 
of the construction is to transform the system E to a system in so called normal form, 
from which it is easy to obtain one with the property, that it is the image of a context- 
free tree grammar via COMB. 
4.8. LEMMA. Let X be a ranked alphabet and let B be a A-continuous D(X)-algebra 
with U-complete carriers such that for all k >/0  and all b c B~ 
c~,~(b, ,~1~,..., ,~)  = b. (,) 
To each system E of regular D(X)-equations one can associate a context-free tree grammar G 
such that I EB  I is a subveetor of] GDB ]. 
Proof. By a straightforward generalization of Lemma 3.1 in [21] (cf. [3, Theorem 11]) 
it follows that there is effectively a (normal form) system of equations E 1 such that 
[ EB  [ is a subvector of [ E1B ], and such that all inclusions of E 1 (we call A'  D_ r an 
inclusion iff ~- E R i where A'  = R i is an equation) are of one of the forms 
A'D_ c..k(B'D'~ "" D' . )  for n, k >~ O, (1) 
A'D_~rx~ for 1 ~<i~<k,  (2) 
A'  D_f' for fe  Xk and k /~ 0, (3) 
where primed symbols are nonterminals of E 1 . Because of assumption (.)  there is a 
system E2, where the inclusions of types (1) and (3) are replaced by 
A'  = cn.~(B'ck,~(D'Fq k ... rrk k) ... Ck&(D'nlrlk "" Irk~)), 
A '  - -  c~.k(f'zq k "'" rrkk), 
(la) 
(3a) 
such that [ E1B I = ] E2B I. The desired grammar is G = (N, o~ ,  P) where o~ is the set 
of nonterminals of E,, without primes and the set P of productions contains 
A(xl  "'" x~) ----,- B(DI(Xl '" x~) "" D,~(xl "'" x~)), 
A(x  1 "" x,~) -+ x i ,  
A(x  1 "'" X~) - '+ f (x  I "'" Xa)  , 
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corresponding to (la), (2), and (3a), respectively. Since G ~ is obviously identical to E 2 
the lemma is proved. Note that G is in OI normal form [12]. | 
Again let m stand for IO or OI. We have the following theorem. 
4.9. THEOm~M. Let 2: be a ranked alphabet and let E be a system of regular D(X)- 
equations. I f  G is the grammar constructed in Lemma 4.8 with ~ = {F 1 ,..., Fn) then each 
component of [ E~(Tz(X)) , ,  ] is equal to Lm(G, Fi(x 1 "" xk,)) for some i with 1 ~ i <~ n 
where ki is the rank of F~. 
Proof. Since both 99(Tz(X))m and ~(Tx(X))o l  satisfy condition (.) in Lemma 4.8, 
the result follows from that lemma and the previous theorem (4.7). II 
Using the notion of a set being equational we can present he result of Theorems 4.7 
and 4.9 in the following corollary. 
4.10. COROLLARY. Let L be a X-tree language with variables, i.e., L C Tx(A~) for 
some k ~ O. L is equational in the D(X)-algebra ~(Tx(X)),~ if  and only i f  L is an m-tree 
language with variables. | 
The normal form construction presented above is not needed in the OI case, since 
we could have defined a grammar G' by associating with every D(X)-inclusion F'___ ~" 
of E the production F ( ' " )~ YIELD(r). We leave it to the reader to verify that 
]E~(Tx(X))ol  [ = [ Gol [. This approach does not work in the IO case, as is shown 
by the following example. 
4.11. EXAMPLE. Let X be the ranked alphabet with X 0 = {a, b} and Xz = (f}, 
and let ~"0 = {F'I, F'3}. Consider the system of regular D(X)-equations E: 
F '  1 = {q ,o (e2a( f ' z r l~zq l )F '~)} ,  
F'  3 = {a', b'}. 
The YIELD-transformation of the equations gives the grammar G' with productions 
F~ ---,- f(FaFz), F 3 --+ a, F 3 --+ b. 
Clearly I E~(Tz(X) )m ]1 = (f(aa),f(bb)} but LIo(G',F1) = {f(aa),f(ab),f(ba),f(bb)}. 
Note that E is equivalent to the system El: 
F '  1 = {cL0(F 'z f 'a)},  
i f '2 = {C=,l(f'TrllTr11)}, 
F'  3 = {a', b'}, 
whereF'2 is a new nonterminal of sort 1. E 1 corresponds tothe grammar G in Example 4.6 
and Lm(G, F1) -~ (f(aa),f(bb)}. | 
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The last result in this section follows from an application of Theorem 5.5 in [21] 
generalized to the many-sorted case (see the comment following Definition 4.3). Since 
~(TZ(X))IO is a subset algebra, the theorem states that the equational subsets of Tz(X) 
are the homomorphic images of the recognizable subsets of the free D(X)-algebra To(v). 
Since Y IELD is the unique homomorphism from TD(z) to DTz(X) ,  we obtain the 
following corollary. 
4.12. COROLLARY. Let L be a X-tree language with variables, i.e., L C_ Tx(X~) for 
some k ~ O. L is an IO tree language i f  and only if L is the Y IELD of a recognizable 
D(X)-tree language (of sort k). | 
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